Aarya Village Travel
Kathmandu - Pokhara – Chitwan – Nagarkot
Family/Couple/Honeymoon Tour
Duration: 8nights/9days
Activities: Cultural Sightseeing, Jungle Safari, UNESCO Heritage Sites Tour, Mountain View,
Boating in Fewa Lake

Best Time: All around the year
Day1: Kathmandu Arrival - 1300m
Arrival at Tribhuvan International Airport at Kathmandu and transfer to the hotel by our
representatives. It will take around 20 to 30 minutes to reach hotel depending on the hotel you
choose.
Day2: Kathmandu Sightseeing
Full day sightseeing after breakfast. Sightseeing at UNESCO Heritage Sites: Swyambhu,
Kathmandu Durbar Square, Patan and Bouddha Stupa- Biggest Stupa of the world.
Day 3: Kathmandu – Pokhara - 900m
Fly to Pokhara after breakfast. It is 30 minutes flight. Check in hotel
and rest for sometimes. Strolling around lake side, hire a boat and
visit Barahi Temple - unique temple situated in the middle of Phewa
Lake. Lake side is a touristy place where live music in different
restaurants held in the evening. Music from typical Nepali Folk
songs & dance to English songs is performed in various restaurants.
Pokhara city is a very beautiful city surrounded by lakes and
mountains. It is often said that paradise on Earth.
Day4: Pokhara Sightseeing
Early in the morning 20 minutes drive to Sarankot and around 20 minutes hike up the hill to see
beautiful mountains and sunrise view. This place is very famous for viewing Dhaulagiri
Mountain and Mt. Fishtail from very close. After some time return to hotel for breakfast and do
half day sightseeing at International Mountain Museum, Gupteshower Cave and Devi’s Fall.
Rest of the time is yours- strolling and shopping around lake side. Overnight at hotel.
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Day 5: Pokhara - Chitwan – 150m
After breakfast, drive to Chitwan for 4 and half hours – 90 km. You will see very nice sceneries,
farm land, paddy field, typical houses and life style of the people on the way to Chitwan while
you drive. A deep blue river will follow you in most of the way. Check in hotel at 1 PM. Lunch
and rest for one hour. Then go for Elephant Ride. Tharu cultural dance show in the evening only
if you are staying outside the Chitwan National Park. Dinner and overnight.
Day 6: Chitwan
After breakfast go for jungle walk, bird watching, elephant breeding center, and return hotel for
lunch. Rest of the time is free forsun set view and hang out. This day is mostly spent inside the
deep forest.

Day 7: Chitwan – Kathmandu – Nagarkot – 2100m
After breakfast fly back to Kathmandu and again drive to Nagarkot for 40 minutes. Nagarkot is
very famous for overnight stay, sunrise view and to see long chain of mountains from your hotel
room.
Day 8: Nagarkot - Kathmandu
After breakfast, drive back to Kathmandu. Visit Bhaktapur Durbar Square en route. Check in
hotel at Kathmandu and free time for shopping and strolling around. In the evening drive to
Nepali Kitchen for typical Nepali dinner with live cultural dance and music.
Day 9: Departure
After breakfast, drive to airport for your departure.
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